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filling the empty state building
The images and text are not clearly visible due to the quality of the image. However, it appears to be related to architectural design and principles of urban living. The text seems to be discussing the accommodation of individuals, the exterior and interior spaces, and the encouragement of interaction between generations. The images likely illustrate different aspects of urban design, possibly showing various living arrangements or architectural features.
bedroom creates a cozy retreat from the bustling city with a view.

the tilted units create a double-height space that encourages interaction among the generations.

units are made to accommodate young and old in a biased apartment.
youth occupy the top, aged occupy the bottom.
residential
- Floory plans organized to maximize daylight
- Entry and exit from the community space

spiritual
- Floor plan is segmented around creating a larger worship space

Keeping the mind active is important for people of all ages. The library creates an environment that encourages residents to continually better themselves.
the pool appears to extend into the city, creating an inviting space for all generations to do their daily exercise.
The hypostyle arboretum provides a connection back to the natural world within the context of the building.